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Abstract
The migration of the current energy system towards a system with a high penetration of renewable energy sources is
necessary if the catastrophic impacts of climate change are to be prevented. The interdependencies of such energy
system security to the human and ecosystem well-being calls for a more cross-disciplinary analysis of the policy space
as recommended in the nexus approach. System modelling can play a significant role in addressing these complexities.
However, this is best achieved if models expand their analysis horizon beyond the energy system and incorporate all
nexus components. This paper developed a set of evaluation approaches to map the gaps in the adequacy of existing
energy system models' capabilities and potentials in representing the nexus concept.
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Introduction
Migration of the current energy system from fossil fuels to a system with a high penetration of renewable energy
sources is a necessity if the catastrophic impacts of climate change are to be prevented [1]. The transition will stimulate
change in many sectors of the energy system in the next couple of decades, spanning consumer behavior (both
industrial and individual), development and investment directions, as well as policy angles on adaptation and
mitigation decisions [1]. Note that the interdependencies of such energy system security to the human well-being and
ecosystem health calls for a more cross-disciplinary and inter-sectoral analysis of the policy space. Re-engineering
the energy system requires that the future investment and policy decisions be coordinated across multiple sectors of
society to gain a better understanding of the co-benefits, challenges, and direct and indirect trade-offs inherent in these
decisions. The pace of such transition depends on a broad range of technical, social, political, environmental, and
financial interactions.
Energy system modelling can play a significant role in addressing these complexities and in recognizing inter-sectoral
trade-offs to ensure effective policy decisions. However, this is best achieved if models expand their analysis horizon
beyond the energy system and incorporate the security of other inter-dependent resources. The nexus approach is
defined to enhance the cross-disciplinary and intersectoral coherence between different domains. In the past decades,
the energy model community has become more aware of the importance of expanding the intersectoral and crossdisciplinary analysis of their models beyond the energy system. Several energy models have tried to incorporate
elements of water, land use, and climate change into their analysis, either by adding them to a single model or by
combining models [2,3]. However, the majority of current energy system models take into account only modest aspects
of these interconnected systems. Our review of current published combined modelling techniques shows that they
often tend to focus upon expanding the operational resolutions of the energy system, overlooking further interactions
between energy system policy and investment decisions with other human and ecosystem well-being. Figure 1
illustrates some of the evolving technical, social, political, environmental and financial interactions that need to be
incorporated into energy system models for effective policy development.
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Figure 1: interaction of technical, social, environmental and financial factors in the power system
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This paper evaluates the representation of the nexus concept within existing energy modelling approaches. It starts
with exploring the conceptual definition of the nexus approach within the literature, its main components, and the
factors by which its representation can be evaluated within the existing modelling approaches. Then, we review some
of the different modelling paradigms in the literature and identify the specific questions and policies that each class of
model structure can address. Existing combined models are then examined to identify the strengths and weaknesses
of the expanded representations that include intersectoral and cross-disciplinaries considerations. Finally, we provide
a consolidated overview of the potential interconnections between sectors and disciplines that still need consideration
in the modelling literature.

Nexus Approach in the Era of Low-Carbon Economy
Global demands for water, food, and energy are predicted to increase by about 50% by 2050 due to the impacts of
climate change, urbanization, and population growth [4]. As the concern for the security of these resources increases,
a call for a coherent analysis and integrated resource management is gaining more attention in the research and policy
communities. The nexus terminology gained popularity after the World Economic Forum in 2008, where the
challenges within the economic domain were examined through their affiliation with climate change, water, food, and
energy perspective (water-energy-food nexus (WEF nexus)) [4]. However, moving the nexus concept forward from
theory to practice proves to be problematic as there is ambiguity in its definition, disagreement upon its main
components as well as how the interactions between them are functioning (e.g. [1], [3]–[12]).
Note that much of the nexus concept related literature focuses on supply and demand optimization, overlooking the
importance of political, cultural, and social actors (nexus governance) influencing the allocation of resources and
political decisions ([5,7]). Figure 2 illustrates some of the main components presented within the nexus literature in
varied fields of nexus. Many of these factors and their linkages are not represented in the nexus modelling domain.
As the models are intended to inform policy makers about the trade-offs and benefits of their decisions, the absence
of these critical considerations and linkages means that they may become overlooked in policy recommendations. The
red dashed circle in Figure 2 represents the status quo, where the components (black circles) of the nexus system
function at nominal utility with no change in endogenous or exogenous pressures. A black net (tensile web) represents
interdependency and interactive relationships between these components; the status quo represents an equilibrium of
the endogenous pressures within the system.

Figure 2: Conceptual illustration of interactions within the nexus system
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In general, the term “nexus” is used to indicate the interactions among interdependent components [4]. For instance,
the water-energy nexus refers to interdependency and interaction between the water system and the energy system.
“Nexus” indicates that failures in the management of one component may impose pressure on the availability or
functionality of other interdependent components. The nexus approach helps to recognize and reduce the potential
trade-offs among interdependent components when it comes to policy-decisions and investment. Biofuel is a clear
example of this dynamic. Biofuel energy has gained increasing attention as a climate change mitigation strategy.
However, increasing the role of biofuel energy puts pressure on the food system as competition for water and land use
emerges; furthermore, natural security may be pressured due to the potential biodiversity loss.
The goal of modelling nexus systems is to safeguard the resiliency of the whole system by creating feedback loops
between endogenous and exogenous components of the system. Resilience refers to the ability of a system to keep
functioning within defined bounds and its capability to endure during and after a severe shock [8]. Figure 2 is a
simplistic representation of the nexus system. Qualifying and mathematically expressing many of these components
and their interactions is a challenging task, mostly those within the social and environmental domains. Models that
support policy decisions often evaluate trade-offs and benefits of long-term decisions based on monetary values. As a
result, many essential interdependencies, such as health impacts, natural security (e.g. biodiversity), individual
wellbeing, and cultural values, are missing from models. These models are often partial (sectoral objectives are not
equally weighted) in their analysis as they mainly represent water or energy-centric perspectives [9].

Figure 3: Interaction of exogenous and endogenous factors within the nexus system

As shown in Figure 3, there are also unpredictable and once-in-a-time events that exogenously put pressure on the
nexus and test the resiliency of the system. These extreme events come in various forms: social movements, natural
disasters (e.g. earthquake), game-changing technological breakthroughs and the sharp edge of political ideology. The
2020 coronavirus epidemic is an example of such an event that has created several social, political, and economic
changes, such as the investment trajectory within the petroleum and renewable energy industries, as well as individual
behavioral transitions in using public transportation. These unpredictable exogenous elements can push the whole
system toward a new equilibrium, temporary or permanently. Currently, most models used for long-term planning
(e.g. energy economy models) are incapable of exploring these extremes or capturing the political, social and cultural
factors (as determinants of change) in their analysis. However, the fact that there are interdependencies that defy
mathematical definitions or predictions based on traditional analysis methodologies does not mean they should not be
explored in the models and future scenario simulations. Several energy models have tried to incorporate nexus
elements into their analysis in the past decade, either by adding them to a single model or by linking models. The next
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sections of the paper evaluate representations of the nexus approach in the existing energy system modelling
paradigms.

Energy Modelling Paradigms
There are three major classes of models used within the energy system modelling paradigms, as shown in Table 1.
The first is the energy-economy model whose purpose is to simulate the human utilization of energy commodities and
resources, and the impacts of policies, at the macro scale. CIMS [10] and GCAM [11] are examples of this type of
model with a focus on the interaction of the behaviour of individuals with climate and energy policies (carbon pricing,
flexible fuel standards, carbon trading). The general assumption inherent in these macro-economic models is that the
agents are price-takers and that market equilibrium can be achieved. Due to the broad scope of this type of model
across many sectors of the economy, they generally have low temporal (multi-year time steps), technological (groups)
and spatial (country-sized) resolutions to keep computational complexity manageable [12,13].
The second types are the capacity expansion models. These address projected demand changes to guide investments
in future energy supplies. They generally optimize the investments in new energy capacity in a given energy system
to meet growing loads based on available or anticipated future energy technologies. Exogenous predictions of demand
growth, fuel prices trend, technology costs, and policies are used to assess different investments. Examples of such
models are MARKAL [10], and OSeMOSYS [14]. They typically have medium temporal (sub-yearly/seasonal) and
spatial (regional) resolution and high technological detail.
Finally, power system models such as PLEXOS [15] and GTMax [13] optimize the operation of a given energy system
once investments are determined (often by a capacity expansion model). These models are centered on assessing the
short-term dispatch of energy technologies to ensure the system meets the reliability standards for electricity
consumers. In general, they have high technical, spatial and temporal resolutions and often include intricate
technological representations to ensure system stability and reliability.
Table 1: Energy system models and their modelling methodology

Models class
Energyeconomy
models
Capacity
expansion
models
Power system
models

Modelling
approaches
Equilibrium
& general)

(partial

Optimization

Optimization
simulation

and

Main model examples

Analysis domain

CIMS[16],
GCAM
[17],
PRIMES [18], NEMS[19]

Forecasting scenario analysis and
policy impact studies

OseMOSYS [14], MARKAL
[10], Message [20]

Investment in capacity expansion
and technologies in given energy
system
Electricity market simulator

PLEXOS [15], PowerFactory
[21], GridCal [22], PyPSA[23]

Table A.3, in appendix A, provides typical applications, strengths and weaknesses of the major models in the literature
within each modelling paradigm. In Tables 1-4, only a few examples of models are chosen to represent and highlight
the differences in the purposes and capabilities of energy-economy models, capacity expansion models, and power
system models. For general comparison, similar to Table A.3 (Appendix A), a broader sample size can be found at
[13], [14]. It should be noted that the classifications presented in these tables are not meant to be comprehensive, but
to demonstrate the different computational tools used to address various political, operational, and technical matters
within the energy system modelling paradigms. Also, most models continuously evolve to address technological
developments and policy shifts as well as to take advantage of computational and data-science advances, so some
models may not fit neatly within a specific model paradigm or classification.

Combined Modelling Approaches
As Table A.3 (Appendix A) indicates, different energy models are designed to help address various questions
regarding the policy, investment and engineering decisions. Because of this variety of purposes, they have various
temporal and operational resolutions. Transferring to a power system with the high penetration of variable renewable
6

energy sources requires engineering challenges that need to be considered and later reflected in future policy and
investment decisions. While there is some overlap between the components covered by different models, as shown,
there is no single model that covers all nexus qualities (high-temporal and operational resolutions as well as intersectoral and cross-disciplinary factors).
There have been several papers in recent literature where models from different modelling paradigms have been
combined to address cross-sectoral challenges and/or to encompass different technical, spatial and/or temporal
resolutions. These generally fall into the category of either combining capacity expansion and power systems models
or combining energy-economy and capacity expansion models. Table B.4, in Appendix B, provides a glimpse into the
common temporal and spatial resolutions differences within various single modelling classes with some example tools,
as well as the accessibility (both calculation and solver) of these tools. The section then reviews the benefits and
challenges of increasing the temporal and operational resolutions of energy system analysis using combined modelling
approaches by reviewing some available examples within the literature.

Combined the Capacity Expansion and Power System Models
Providing capacity expansion models with the reliability, flexibility and grid security constraints estimated by the
power system models have proven to be useful in informing decisions on power planning, policy, and new capacity
expansion investments [24]. Capacity expansion models (CE) provide a long-term high-level trajectory of the evolving
power system, reflecting both operational and investment considerations [24]. However, due to the computational
limitations, CEs generally employ a simplified form of dispatch system criteria (operational resolution) by, for
instance, aggregating similar plants or using a limited number of time slices per year/season in their long-term
simulation. Power system models, in contrast, are rich in system operational details; they represent individual plant,
unit commitment and system dispatch at high temporal and spatial resolutions. However, they are limited in projecting
the power system evolution over time [24] as their focus is on keeping the current system stable.
As the decision to expand the capacity of variable renewable energy supplies is determined by the geographical,
meteorological and specific operational elements, efforts have been made to combine the long-term investment and
short-term system operation domains to assure the reliability of the power system in future. In 2015, Diakov et al. [24]
created a Linking Tool (framework) that translates a capacity expansion model output into a power system model
input. For their work, they combined the ReEDS capacity expansion model and the PLEXOS (PS model). The goal
was to provide a tool for the power system models with a systematic method of embracing the long-term expansion
projections; for instance, translating the regional aggregated structure of plant representations in ReEDS outputs to
individual power plants’ new capacities in PLEXOS as inputs using optimization methods [24].
Diakov et al. [24] suggest that using the Linking Tool to combine the capacity expansion and power system model’s
strengths helps capacity expansion models better represent the variable renewables. The power system model's
operational input helps establish a more adequate aggregated form of the unit commitment and dispatch system for
the capacity expansion model. It can also help to simulate more in-depth projections of the detailed system response
of the power system to regional policies. The output information from the ReEDS (capacity expansion model) that
was transferred into PLEXOS in this work was mainly the location, type, and capacity of new and retired generators.
Their work shows that the combined model is better equipped to investigate the effect of various aspects of choosing
between renewable energy options in a case of high levels of renewables in the system [25].
Deane et al.’s work [26] is another example of combining high-resolution power system models with capacity
expansion models. In their research, an Irish capacity expansion model (using TIMES) was combined with a power
system model (using PLEXOS). The goal of the combing approach (soft-linking) was to better understand the
practicality of the capacity expansion model outputs on the electricity system operation. The focus was on examining
the suitability of features such as the system reliability and flexibility, renewable energy generation curtailments, and
CO2 emissions reduction calculated by Irish TIMES. The linking was a one-way flow of information sending TIMES
outputs (electricity generation portfolio, fuel prices, and carbon prices) to PLEXOS. They used an optimized power
portfolio for a specific year from Irish TIMES outputs and ran a detailed high-resolution simulation of the same
portfolio in PLEXOS with high operational considerations.
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The result of the combined modelling approach by Deane et al. [26] confirmed the reliability of the simulated
electricity generation portfolio created by TIMES. However, their work showed that in the absence of the power
system model's detailed technical constraints, there is an inconsistency in assessing flexibility and calculation of the
CO2 emissions reductions. The detailed unit commitment and dispatch analysis in PLEXOS showed a significant
difference in the technical parameters such as various generators' capacity factors, start costs and technical
curtailments of renewable energy generations. The results also showed that the convectional energy-economy system
models tend to underrate the importance of system flexibility (namely storage). They underestimate the curtailment
of the renewable energy sources (in this case, wind power) as underestimating the amount of CO2 emissions calculated
during the energy transition period. The limitation of their methodology is the assumption that the historical data can
represent a future variable renewable energy supply portfolio.

Combined Energy-economy and Capacity Expansion Models
There are few examples of combining energy-economy models to capacity expansion or power system models in the
published literature. Europe seems to take the lead in this approach. When the European Council set ambitious targets
in 2014 to reduce their greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 40% by 2030 (in comparison with 1990 levels), energyeconomy modelling was used to project the economic and technological pathways of meeting this target [12]. The
results indicated a need to increase the share of renewable energy sources (mainly solar and wind) in their energy
supply by about 10%. In 2015, Després [27] combined an energy-economy model, POLES (Prospective Outlook on
Long-term Energy Systems), and power system model, EUCAD (European Unit Commitment And Dispatch) to
evaluate the impact of such move on the flexibility of the power system. Després recognized that in the simulations
done by energy-economy models like POLES for Europe, the impacts of wind and solar variability, “…was only taken
into account through a maximum wind penetration, linked to the availability of other dispatchable sources, and through
a balancing cost correlated to the wind penetration” [27]. These assumptions may profoundly influence the accuracy
of the simulation’s outcomes, mainly in the area of operation costs, system flexibility, and energy expansion
investments. One of the unique aspects of this work is the two-way coupling methodology to exchange information
back-and-forth between POLES and EUCAD directly. Figure 4 shows the flow of information in Després’s work.

Figure 4: Després’ work in 2015 [27]- Data exchange in combined modelling approach between POLES and EUCAD
(Adapted from [27])

In Després’ work [27], EUCAD received all its main inputs from POLES simulation for a specific year such as,
“…load, variable costs, installed production, storage and interconnection capacities, energy available for dispatching
and energy to produce from electricity” [27]. Then the generator-by-generator unit commitment and dispatch analysis
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and other production curtailments from EUCAD outputs will be aggregated to match the temporal resolutions of
POLES (Figure 4). Després’ work reflects the importance of having operational details in creating a reliable and
realistic projection of technical and economic challenges in the integration of a high share of variable renewable
energy sources in the power system. This is specifically important in projecting the role of storage, overestimating the
value of backup services from baseload fossil fuel sources (coal in European context), the renewable energy
operational curtailments, flexibility options and investment directions in the pool of technologies.

Figure 5: Collins et al.’s approach in 2017 [12]- flow of information between PRIMES and PLEXOS (Adapted from [12])

In 2017, Collins et al. [12] used a combined modelling approach to verify the result of a 2012 reference scenario
developed in PRIMES to project the European energy system portfolio of 2030 (later extended to 2050). Collins et
al.’s work was focused on validating the curtailments of having high renewable energy generations in the system as
well as levels of interconnector congestions, and wholesale electricity prices. They combined (soft-linking) two
models of PRIMES (EE model) and PLEXOS (PS model). The main challenge was the disaggregation of installed
generation capacities developed for each Member State in PRIMES to reflect geographical and operational details
required in the power system model. Figure 5 shows the flow of information between PRIMES and PLEXOS
according to Collins et al [12].
Collins et al.’s [12] investigation demonstrates that detailed operational analysis gained by coupling the power system
and energy-economy models could capture elements that are not otherwise represented in the long-term energy system
decisions. For instance, in the least cost dispatch simulation, PRIMES overestimated the potential share of variable
renewable power by 2.4% in comparison with PLEXOS output. In addition, as the energy-economy models are not
able to fully capture variable renewable curtailments and interconnector congestion, PRIMES demonstrated overly
9

optimistic results about the flexibility of the power system with a high level of variable renewable power, (power to
gas, power to heat, and pumped hydro).
Table C.5, in Appendix C, summarizes the objective, flow of information, main findings, and challenges of the
combined modelling examples discussed above. As shown, increasing the temporal and operational resolutions of
energy system models is a fundamental part of transitioning toward a system with high penetration of renewable
energy generations and a vital step toward incorporating the nexus concept within climate action-related policies.
Examples in Table C.5 (Appendix C) highlight the benefits that can be gained from generating the flow of information
between energy-economy, capacity expansion, and power system models.

Representation of Nexus Concept in the Existing Models
As described in previous sections, the core of the nexus concept is the integrated management of resources such as
energy, food, water. However, to close the gaps from theory to practice and develop a model that can serve
policymakers, the impact of political, cultural, and social actors (political economy), as determinants of change, needs
to be included in the models [5], [6], [28], [7], [29]. The nexus approach acknowledges that all these components are
interrelated and interdependent systems, and if they are modelled in isolation, critical trade-offs will be overlooked in
policies targeting climate actions and transition to a low-carbon economy. Among economic sectors, energy is the
main driver that controls the future pace of greenhouse gas emissions. As a result, the previous sections of the paper
focused on the limitations of existing energy system models in representing the energy transition aspects, mainly the
flexibility and reliability of the grid with a high penetration of intermittent renewable resources. This section maps the
gaps in the representation of the cross-disciplinary and intersectoral linkages required by the nexus concept within the
existing energy system models.
Even though the importance of the nexus concept has been noted in the literature for almost a decade, its
implementation within the modelling domain has not been rigorously defined. Lately, nexus considerations have been
broadened to expand beyond the traditional three nexus dimensions of water, food, energy to create a more realistic
representation of the world (e.g. [5], [6], [28], [7], [29]). Climate, economy, minerals, land use, health, biodiversity
security, waste, and technological advancements are examples of other dimensions [2], [30].
In 2016, the European Commission piloted 12 case studies across Europe (SIM4NEXUS project) in various spatial
resolutions to better understand interlinkages and interactions within the five nexus dimensions of water, food, energy,
land use, and climate. One of the outcomes was the creation of the nexus tree approach to guide modellers to
systematically recognize the direct and indirect interrelations within the nexus system [2]. In this approach, the direct
linkage between two components (e.g. energy and food) refers to the impact of a change in the status of one of the
components (e.g. food) on the status of the other one (e.g. energy) without interference from the rest of the components
(e.g. water, land use, and climate). Note that energy-food linkage (E → F or EF) refers to the effect a shift in energy
status has on food production, which is entirely different from the impact that a change in food status can impose on
energy status (F → E or FE). Accordingly, 20 direct interlinkages can be recognized in the five-dimension nexus
defined in SIM4NEXUS project as [2]:


Water: WF, WC, WL, WE



Energy: EW, EC, EF, EL



Land Use: LE, LC, LW, LF



Climate: CL, CE, CW, CF



Food: FC, FL, FE, FW

Following this analysis, the indirect linkages are defined as the interaction of two components through a change in the
third parties [2]. For instance, EWF (E → W → F) refers to the indirect effect of a change in energy status (e.g.
increasing in energy production) on the food production due to the competition of both components for water (i.e.
water availability in the area).
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Figure 6: Nexus tree approach: direct and indirect interlinkages of energy with other components of five-dimensional nexus
of energy, water, food, land use, climate (Adapted from [2])

Figure 6 illustrates the web of direct and indirect interlinkages between energy and other five-dimensional nexus
components as defined in SIM4NEXUS project. A similar nexus tree diagram can be centered around each of the
nexus components to explore all the interlinkages. Figure 7 shows all the direct and indirect ways that a change in
energy status can impose on water status and vice-versa.

Figure 7: nexus tree approach: showing the direct and indirect interlinkages of energy with water and water with energy
(Adapted from [2])

Following the tree nexus approach, Table 2 is developed to investigate the representation of nexus components within
the existing energy system model classes (energy-economy, capacity expansion, and power system models). Table 2
is intended to explore the quality of linkages and maps the current gaps within the existing models. The following
notes need to be considered while examining the contents of the table:
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Note that much of the nexus concept-related literature and models focus on supply and demand optimization
between water, food, and energy resources (WEF nexus), thus overlooking the importance of other
components and political, cultural, and social actors influencing the allocation of resources and political
decisions. These extra components are largely missing from the modelling domain; thus, they are excluded
from the Table 2 evaluation. Examples of the main missing components are culture and health, waste
management, minerals, biodiversity, and emerging technological advancements.



Note that although some models include some aspects of the nexus components such as water policy impacts
(e.g. restrictions on water usage), in general, most of these linkages do not qualify as dynamic as envisioned
in this paper. Checkmarks in this table indicate that the model class often tracks the requirements of the “A”
component (e.g. food) interaction with the “B” component (e.g. water) in the AB linkage (A→ B); also, it
represents the interdependent competition between these two components. To illustrate, the checkmark in the
food → water (FW) column indicates that a model weighs water status in assessing choices such as
technologies options, crop type and land use within the food dimension (direct and indirect linkages to water).



The ideal model from the nexus perspective would have checkmarks in all sector combinations. That means
to represent the nexus concept truly, the linkages between components need to be established both ways. For
instance, to represent the full nexus integration of water-energy interaction, a model needs to establish a close
(endogenous) feedback loop (both WE and EW) between these two components. Such a feedback loop covers
all the direct and indirect linkages shown in Figure 7.

As most models continuously evolve to incorporate more details in their analysis, there is some overlap between the
areas covered by different models. Thus, some models may not fit neatly within a specific model paradigm or
classification. In Table 2, each model class is therefore divided into two branches of the base model and expanded
versions to bring more clarification into the matter.

Energy-Economy Models
As discussed in previous sections, the energy-economy models simulate the human utilization of energy commodities
and resources using a market equilibrium setup. They operate either on a general equilibrium or partial equilibrium
basis. As indicated in Table 2, this difference in the operational approach is seen within the energy to the economy (E
→ Ec) linkage. In the energy-economy models operating on a general equilibrium basis, energy use and prices
influence economic indicators within the model (e.g. GDP, employment, investment, aggregated consumption, etc.),
as reflected within the nexus concept.
However, in partial equilibrium models, energy sector status does not impact economic indicators within the models
as they are taken exogenously. Note that although many energy-economy models indicate that they broaden their
scope beyond the energy sector to other sectors of the economy (e.g. agriculture, heavy industries, etc.), their inputs
are often provided exogenously or are there as tracking only data (e.g. tracking aggregate CO2 emissions). As a result,
the linkages do not qualify for the nexus approach. CIMS, for example, provides all its feedstocks such as energy
demand, agriculture (F → E, such as biofuel sectors), GDP, transportation, and inputs from heavy industries
exogenously rather than inbuilt strings needed within nexus concept [31].
The extended versions of the energy-economy models often accommodate energy-climate interactions within the
model’s analysis. This allows the examination of the impact and costs of climate change and climate action policies
(e.g. GCAM). As shown in Table 2, the extended version models incorporate more direct linkages of the nexus
approach in their analysis. For instance, in the food dimension, indicators such as future commodity prices and future
profit rates (F → Ec) are endogenous feedstocks, while current commodity price, productivity, growth rate, annual
harvested area, and cropland are fixed factors (Ec → E & F → L) [32]. Note that in order to have a closed-loop
interaction as determined by the nexus approach, the two-way linkage is required (e.g. both E→ Ec and Ec→ E)
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Table 2: evaluating the representation of 1st order of direct linkages within the nexus of water-food-energy-land use- climate, plus economy

Representation of nexus component interlinkages within the model: 1 st order of direct
interlinkages + economy
Model
class

Water (W)

Model class branches
W
↓
F

W W W W
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
C L E Ec

Food (F)

Capacity
expansion

Power
system
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Climateeconomy
models (e.g.
GCAM)

Base models

e.g. MARKAL,
OSeMOSYS

Expanded
versions

e.g. CLEWS ✔

Land use (L)

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔ ✔

✔

✔ ✔ ✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔
✔

Economy (Ec)

Climate (C)

F F F F F E E E E E
L L
L C C C C C Ec Ec Ec Ec Ec
L↓
L↓
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
↓ ↓
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
↓
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
E
F
C L E W Ec W C F L Ec
C W
Ec L E W F Ec W F E L C

General
equilibrium
models (e.g.
GEM-E3 &
GTAP)
Base models
Partial
Energyequilibrium
economy
models (e.g.
CIMS & NEMS)
Expanded
versions

Energy (E)

✔ ✔

✔

✔ ✔

Base models

e.g.
PowerFactory

✔

Expanded
versions

e.g. PLEXOS

✔

✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔

✔

Capacity Expansion Models
The focus of capacity expansion models is to optimize the costs of future investments in energy sectors. As shown in
the table, the base model in this class only includes energy to climate linkages as they are tracking the amount of CO2
emissions for different technological and capacity expansion options. All the economic and technological information,
such as energy demand and technology options, are exogenous inputs; consequently the base models of this class do
not interact with energy pricing [3].
CLEWS is chosen as an example of expanded versions of the capacity system models. The model focuses on assessing
interlinkages between resources of climate, land (food), energy, and water systems [33]. It is developed based on the
sustainable development (SD) concept, and as a result, several aspects of the nexus concept are incorporated within
the model. The significant differences between CLEWS and models like GCAM are in their underlying philosophy
or purpose behind designing a model (simulation vs. optimization) and the economic component. As shown in Table
2, the economic competition linkages are all missing in both the basic and extended version of the capacity expansion
models (e.g. Ec → E & E → Ec).

Power System Model Class
From a nexus representation standpoint, the power system and basic capacity expansion models both have almost a
similar built-in linkage (E → C), but their analysis is based on different temporal resolutions. The power system
models are centred on assessing the short-term dispatch of energy technologies to ensure the system meets the current
demand with current available capacity. Thus, incorporating other components of nexus is out of their scope.

Discussion
As discussed in previous sections, energy system models vary in their temporal, technical, spatial (inter-sectoral), and
nexus (cross-disciplinary) representations. While no single model currently has the capability to fully represent the
nexus concept, combining modelling techniques can be beneficial in addressing the limitations. Regarding the
expansion of the intersectoral coverage, Table A.3 (Appendix A), Table B.4 (Appendix B), and Table C.5 (Appendix
C) demonstrate the variety of the policy and investment questions that each class of energy system models can address
(underlying design philosophy), as well as a range of temporal, spatial, and operational resolutions that models in
different classes are designed to operate. The results of various case studies, show that in a system with a high
penetration of variable renewable energy generation, the lack of sufficient operational details and low temporal
resolutions within the energy-economy models leads to an inaccurate estimation of energy transition cost due to an
overestimation of the value of the baseload technologies and variable renewable power generations [12]. It can also
lead to underestimation of the value and importance of technologies helping to create a flexible energy system (e.g.
storage). These inadequacies may mislead policy decisions and, consequently, the flow of investment in promoting
new technologies and future power capacity plans. A lack of high temporal and operational details in energy-economy
models can also lead to an underestimation of the overall cost of meeting long-term emissions deductions targets [12].
As highlighted in Table B.4 (Appendix B), the level of detail of energy system models varies considerably. Although
increasing the level of temporal resolutions in a single energy-economy model is suggested as effective for systems
with larger shares of variable renewable energy sources [25,26], due to the broad scope of such models, this approach
may not be able to capture the full scale of flexibility and operational curtailments required within a system with a
high penetration of variable renewable energy generation. Overlooking the operational considerations affects the
ability of energy-economy models to determine factors such as increasing the generation capacity or determining the
timing of investment in new technologies.
Combining modelling techniques can help to keep the computational complexity of the high temporal and operational
resolutions manageable, while broadening the cross-sectoral scope of the model. The ultimate goal is to create
feedback loops to test the accuracy of energy-related assumptions and simulations. A review of the existing literature
on combined modelling approaches shows that such robust interaction and reciprocal feedback has been already
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developed between capacity expansion and power system models. The missing feedback in the existing literature is
the interactive interlinkage between the energy economy and capacity expansion models.
Regarding the expansion of cross-disciplinary coverage of models, our research highlights that although there are
some trade-offs when combining models, and some uncertainty in broadening the models’ scope, combined modelling
approaches have the potential to address policy questions beyond the boundaries, capabilities, and assumptions within
any individual model. The nexus approach in modelling helps to better recognize the potential for implementation of
solutions such as the low-carbon economies and achieve United Nations SD goals, and at the same time, to optimize
the transition. Our findings indicate that while intersectoral interaction between energy economy, capacity expansion,
and power system models are getting more attention, the cross-disciplinary interactions of energy domain with factors
such as water, food, and natural securities remain relatively underrepresented in existing models. For instance, as
shown in Table 2, all model classes lack representation of the direct interaction from water to the rest of the nexus
components. Models often track the water-related policies as exogenous input (such as restrictions on water use), but
they lack incorporating the competitions between components for available water. Considering that climate change is
all about changes in the water cycle and water scarcity is one of the biggest challenges we are facing today, the absence
of such vital interactions within tools that are expected to evaluate climate action policies is alarming.
It is important to note that today’s economy is more complicated than to be represented as a close box similar to the
way it is represented in energy-economy models and other partial equilibrium models. Many factors, including state
of the energy sector, affect economic indicators such as GDP, and employment rate. However, as Table 2 highlighted,
economic input for the models of different classes (except general equilibrium energy models) is often delivered
exogenously without providing any interaction and feedback on the effect of various policy decisions back to the
economy.
Combining modelling techniques can be beneficial in addressing modelling limitations in representing the nexus
concept. Note that general equilibrium energy-economy models have very low temporal and technical resolutions due
to their broad scope. As a result, they may not be an easy candidate for cross-disciplinary expansion as a single model.
However, combining techniques to expand the temporal and operational of partial equilibrium energy models (energyeconomy + capacity expansion + power system models) has shown promising results. Similar combining techniques
can be used to combine models developed for the other sectors of the economy to create a full economic spectrum, as
well as expanding the nexus coverages of the collective developed modelling system.

Conclusion
Decarbonization of our economy and its impact on the energy system requires an analysis that goes beyond the current
boundaries of most established modelling paradigms. This paper suggested a set of evaluation approaches to map the
gaps in the adequacy of existing energy system models, while emphasizing on developing models capable of
incorporating all nexus components into their analysis. Such models will be better equipped to assist policymakers
and provide a more accurate picture of climate change actions. Our review of the current energy system models’
capabilities and potentials indicates two main gaps in existing models. The first gap is the limitation of the
representation of an energy system with a high penetration of intermittent renewable resources. This can affect the
accuracy of a model analysis in determining investment timing in new technologies, generation capacity, exploring
cross-disciplinary trade-offs, and projecting the actual CO2 emissions. The second gap is the inadequate incorporation
of the nexus concept into energy systems’ analysis; there is no single model that covers all nexus qualities shown in
Table 2.
As review of case studies shows, the combined modelling approaches have the potential to help to close the above
gaps. Closing the gap from theory to practice, however, seems to be not easy; as yet, there is ambiguity in the definition
of the nexus, in the description of which interactions are needed to be represented within models, and how the
interactions should be functioning. All these require further research.
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Appendix A
Table A.3: Main existing models in each level of energy system and their main sectoral focus
Table A.4: Main existing models in each level of energy system and their main sectoral focus
Model
class
Energyeconomy
models

Sample of
modelling
tool

Modelling
paradigm

Typical
Application/Analysis

Strength

Limitation

Sectoral Focus

PRIMES
(PriceInduced
Market
Equilibrium
System)
[18,23,34]

Partial
equilibrium
model

 Detailed energy
system projection
 Impact assessment for
energy and environment
policies
 Energy-economyenvironment policy
analysis in linked to
GEM-E3
(Macroeconomic/sectora
l activity model) and
GAINS (Air Pollution
Interactions and
Synergies) models

 The distinctive feature of
PRIMES is its hybrid
representations of both
bottom-up (engineering,
explicit technology choices)
and top-down
(microeconomic foundation
of economic decisions by
agent) [18]
 Market orientation
 Focus on demand side
behaviors [34]

 Due to its partial
equilibrium nature of the
model, it lacks closed-loop
energy-economy equilibrium
analysis. This means the
equilibrium stablished
between supply and demand
in each scenario can’t send a
feedback to the rest of the
economy [34]
 Only scenario projections
not forecasting
 Lack of high spatial
resolutions below country
level
 Lack of high
operational/engineering
resolution and
representation, so cannot
deliver short-term
engineering analysis [18]

Economyengineering

 Understanding the
physical and economic
details of human and
physical Earth system
interactions.

 Captures the complex
interactions between five
systems: energy, water,
agriculture and land use,
the economy, and the

 Lack of high
operational/engineering
resolution, so cannot deliver
short-term engineering
analysis

 Macro-economy
and energy system:
32 geo-political
regions at the global
scale

Hybrid model,
embedding
technologies in
economic
decisions [34]
Designed
as
modularity
(separate
modules for
each S&D 1
sector) [18] ,
price-induced
market
equilibrium
system [23]

GCAM [17]
(Global
Change

1

 Partial
equilibrium
model (priceinduced model
system)

S&D: supply and demand
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More
info.

Note

[12]

Similar
model
in
capability:
NEMS used
by
USEIA/DOE
[18]
–
PRIMES
developed
based one
the needs of
European
energy
system
while NEMS
is based on
USA energy
system

Electricity and gas
trade
within
EU
international market

Behavioural
model
that captures:
 Demand
 Supply
 Pollution
abatement
technologies related
to energy use

[35]

Model
class

Sample of
modelling
tool
Assessme
nt Model)

CIMS [16]

NEMS
(National
Energy
Modelling
System)

Modelling
paradigm

 Defined by its
developer as a
global
integrated
assessment
model (IAM)2
[17]

Hybrid top-down
bottom-up
model;
an
integrated,
energy–
economy partial
equilibrium
model

 Partial
Equilibrium
 Energyeconomy
modeling
system

 Defined by its
developer as

2

Typical
Application/Analysis

Strength

Limitation

Sectoral Focus

 Explore the role of
uncertainty in shaping
events
 Simulation of future
carbon emissions

climate [17] (mostly
exogenously)
 Combination of modular
structure and open-source
software allows modelers
to modify the model based
on their specific needs

 Lack of high spatial
resolution in open-source
version (Not country specific)
 Runs at 5-year intervals
 Population growth and
GDP are fixed

 Water supplies:
384 sub-regions
 Physical earth
system: global [17]

 Simulation of the
interaction between
energy S&D with the
macro-economic
performance of key
sectors of the economy,
(including trade effects).

 It is able to model
consumers’ choice of new
technologies
 Reflects some of
uncertainties and imperfect
information in decision
making

 Cannot do optimization
 Lacks high operational and
engineering resolution, so
cannot deliver short-term
engineering analysis
 Currently lack of spatial
extent
 Difficult to understand due
to archaic language [16]

It includes behavioral and
technological
choices
criteria

 Lack of high
operational/engineering
resolution
 Lack of representing
technologies with current
abroad small market potential
[37]
 Lack of spatial resolution
for state-level analysis and
poor global application [19]

 energy supply
 energy-intensive
industries
 key energy enduses in the
residential,
commercial/institutio
nal
 transportation
sectors
 Electricity and heat
[23]
 National energy
policies
 Power sector
 Residential and
commercial building
sectors
 Transportation
sector

Projection
and
simulation of the energy,
economic,
environmental,
and
security
impacts
of
alternative
energy
policies
through
scenarios

More
info.

Note

[36]

[38]

Similar
model
in
capability:
PRIMES
[18]
but
designed for
the United
States

There is a disagreement on the definition of IAM as one may argue that partial equilibrium models lack a close-loop representation of the whole economy.
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Model
class

Sample of
modelling
tool

Modelling
paradigm

Typical
Application/Analysis

Strength

Limitation
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OseMOSY
S
(The
Open
Source
Energy
Modeling
System)

 Bottom-up
linear
programming
(LP)

MARKAL
(MARKet
and
Allocation)
[41]

 Linear
Optimisation
 Partial
Equilibrium [23]


 System
optimization
model

More
info.

Note

[40]

Welsch et.
al.
[40]
showed that
by adding
detailed
operational
constrains
to
OseMOSYS
(without
increasing
the temporal
resolution),
the model
can almost
reproduce
the results
of combined
TIMES/PLE
XUS (high
temporal
resolution)

 Oil and gas
recovery
 Petroleum product
and their substitutes
[37]

Integrated
assessment
model2

Capacity
expansion
models

Sectoral Focus

Helps
investment
decision in new energy
capacity expansions by
estimating the lowest net
present value (NPV) cost
of a specific energy
system to meet the
demand for both energy
services and energy [39]

 Least-cost energy
systems planning
considering policies,
taxes, subsidies
 Project impacts of
system on future
emissions
 Compare scenarios
with and without regional
cooperation [42]

 Overall, it is a simple,
open, flexible and
transparent model that can
replicates the results of
many popular and
commercial tools, such as
MARKAL (adjustment may
be needed)
 Designed as a
research/training model
 It allows a test-bed for
new energy model
developments [39]
 Since it is an opensource model, it can be
easily updated and
modified to suit the needs
of a particular analysis and
modeler [39]

 As a LP model, it does not
take the effect of uncertainty
and time into consideration
 As an LP model, many
parameters are assumed to
be constant which is far from
reality
 Limited to a single object at
the time, while in reality
situations are often multiobjective interactions

 Applies from global scale
to isolated local energy
systems [23]

 Input data that completely
describes the system can be
challenging to obtain [43]
 Extensive training and
experience required. [44]

Core
model
represents the power
system, but structure
allows extensions of
the model to other
sectors

 Energy system
planning and system
costs
 Costs and system
impact of policy,
environmental
restrictions, taxes,
subsidies.

[45]

Model
class

Power
system
models
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Sample of
modelling
tool

Modelling
paradigm

Typical
Application/Analysis

Strength

Limitation

Sectoral Focus

More
info.

MESSAGE
(Model of
Energy
Supply
Systems
And their
General
Environme
ntal Impact

 Systems
engineering
optimization
model (all
GHGs, all
energy sectors,
water) [46]

 Energy policy analysis
and system planning for
the medium to long-term
horizon
 “Development of
technology strategies
and related investment
portfolios to meet policy
objectives” [20]

 Represents all aspects of
the energy system from
extraction/imports/exports
to end-use services [47]
 Has user-controlled time
horizon for analysis [44]
 Flexible [44]

 “Difficult troubleshooting,
low clarity of user manual,
very tricky data input, level of
difficulty in running model is
higher” [44]
 Inputs for the model are
detailed on the supply side
but the demand inputs are
more aggregated [48]
 As a LP model, it does not
take into consideration the
effect of uncertainty and time
 As an LP model, many
parameters assume to be
constant which is far from
reality and

 Optimal energy
system planning at
the regional and
national level.
 Energy demand
projections (MAED)
[20], note that
Baseline energy
service demands are
provided
exogenously to
MESSAGE, however
some endogenous
adjustments can be
done based on
energy prices by
linking MESSAGE
and MACRO [49]

PLEXOS

 Market
simulation
software[15]
 Deterministic
and stochastic
optimization
methodology
(Mixed-Integer,
Linear and NonLinear) [23]
 Electricity
market
modeling and
planning

 Pre-calibrated by the
developer for many
situations
 Robust simulation
capabilities across electric,
water and gas systems
 Focusing on full user
control, transparency and
accuracy across numerous
constraints and
uncertainties
 Has many users among
Public institutions,
commercial companies,
utilities, universities,
among others” [15]
 free for non-commercial
research to academic
institutions [53]

Expensive
for
noncommercial applications [15]

Electricity
system
planning
and
operation
can co-optimize:
 Thermal
 Hydro
 Energy/reserve/fue
l markets
 Contracts

[54]

PowerFact
ory

Network power
management
model

 Minimization of overall
system operational cost
 Capacity expansion &
investment planning
 Market Analysis or
Design
 Price forecasting and
risk analysis
 Portfolio optimisation
and valuation
 Transmission and
ancillary services
analysis
 Renewable integration
analysis & optimisation
 Integrated electric
and gas system market
modelling
 Co-optimisation of
other commodities
(Water, Heat etc.)”[52]
 Analysing generation
 Transmission,
distribution

 Not specified in available
document

 Not specified in available
document

Power distribution
Power transmission
Industrial system
Power generation

[55]

[50]

Note

 Used in
preparation
of several
IPCC
reports
,
such
as
2018 [51]

Model
class

Sample of
modelling
tool

GridCal

PyPSA
(Python for
Power
System
Analysis)
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Modelling
paradigm

Research
oriented power
systems
software


simul
ation and
optimization of
electrical power
systems

Typical
Application/Analysis

Strength

Limitation

Sectoral Focus

 The integration of
renewable generation
into distribution,
transmission and
industrial networks

Generic strengths of power
system models:

Generic limitations of power
system models are:

 rich in system
operational details
 representing individual
plant and unite
commitment and system
dispatch at high temporal
and spatial resolutions
 Not specified in available
document

 limited in projecting the
power system evolution over
time

Distributed
generation
Renewable
integration

Generic strengths of power
system models:

Generic limitations of power
system models are:

 Rich in system
operational details
representing
individual
plant and unite commitment
and system dispatch at high
temporal
and
spatial
resolutions
 Not specified in available
document

 limited in projecting the
power system evolution over
time

Generic strengths of power
system models:
 Rich in system
operational details
representing
individual
plant and unite commitment
and system dispatch at high
temporal
and
spatial
resolutions

Generic limitations of power
system models are:
 Limited in projecting the
power system evolution over
time

“Design
and
implementation
of electrical calculation
software (power flow,
short circuit, voltage
collapse,
stochastic
calculation
and network collapse)”
[22]

“Investment & operation
decision support, power
system analysis tool
(Power
Flow
and
Contingency Analysis)”
[23]

 Not specified in available
document

 Not specified in available
document

Power sector

Power sector

More
info.

Note

Appendix B
Table B.5: Temporal and spatial resolutions of modelling approaches and their accessibility
Models class

Energyeconomy
models (EE)

3

Sample of
modelling tools
& approaches

Temporal
resolutions

Current temporal
extent

PRIMES
[18,23,34]

Low: 5 years’
time-step

2000 - 2050

Medium to longterm analyses that
span
over
decades

GCAM [56]

Low: 5 years’
time-step

Runs through 2095

CIMS

Low: 5 years’
time-step

Not
specified
in
available documents

“GCAM has been
designed to allow
for a “telescoping
capability” to allow
greater resolution
in
sectors
or
regions”
Seven
regions:
BC, AB, SK, MB,
ON,
QC,
aggregation
of
Atlantic Provinces
[16],
Canada,
China

Note that being an open source software varies from being free to access.
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Spatial
resolutions

Current spatial
extent

Open source
Model3

Solver

 Europe: countryby-country in
European context
 Can also do
analysis for
multiple countries
with endogenous
electricity trade

Not specified in available
documents

Not specified
available
documents

in

32
geo-political
regions at the
global scale

Yes, with additional open
source software [57]

Not specified
available
documents

in

Not specified
available
documents

Commercial

Commercial

in

Models class

Capacity
expansion
models (CE)

Sample of
modelling tools
& approaches

Temporal
resolutions

NEMS [58]

Low:
yearly
(some
component
seasonal) [23]

2050 [23]

Long-term

Design for USA
context (regional
and national)

MARKAL

Multiple years
of fixed length
– (user can
define
timeslices within a
year) [23]
Medium: Can
be defined by
user (usually
seasonal,
or
intra-annual)
[23]
Multiple years
(User-defined)
[23] usually 510 year timestep [48]

Long-term: multiple
years, usually 40-50

Local and regional

In 40 countries

User-defined [23]

Community
to
continental [23]

Medium (1-5 years)
to long-term (1-40
years with maximum
of 120
years) [48]

National
global

PLEXOS

Short to longterm: can be
defined by user
up to 1 min
(Usually
hourly) [23]

User-defined- from
long-term
(1-40
years) to mediumterm (1-5 years) to
short-term (less than
1 year) [23] [53]

Very diverse: from
single
project/technology
to local, regional,
national or global
scales

Varies

PowerFactory [21]

Not specified in
available
documents
[23]

Not
specified
in
available documents

Not specified in
available
documents [23]

Not specified
available
documents

OSeMOSYS

MESSAGE

Power system
models (PS)
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Current temporal
extent

Spatial
resolutions

Current spatial
extent

and

Open source
Model3

Solver

 Yes, the source code
 “Because EIA, as the
NEMS developer, is a
federal entity, most of what
constitutes NEMS is in the
public domain (and no
licenses are required to
access or use it). However,
NEMS does contain some
proprietary components that
are outside the public
domain” [19]
Commercial

Not specified
available
documents

OSeMOSYS has
been applied in at
least 30+ countries

Open source

Yes

Global and
nations [23]

 Available upon request
[23] for academic purposes
 Note: It comes in different
variation, for instance,
MESSAGEix is open source
(but the solver is not) [59]
 Not specified in available
documents


Not specified
available
documents

in

Not specified
available
documents

in

 Not an open source
 Commercial
 Education version for
classroom is available

Not specified
available
documents

in

11

in

in

Only source code,
needs
additional
commercial
software [57]

Models class

Sample of
modelling tools
& approaches

Temporal
resolutions

Current temporal
extent

Spatial
resolutions

Current spatial
extent

Open source
Model3

Solver

 Free PowerFactory
licences can be made
available to students [21]
GridCal

Not specified in
available
documents

Not
specified
in
available documents

Not specified in
available
documents

Not specified
available
documents

in

Open source

Open source (a
cross-platform
power
systems
solver written in
Python with user
interface
and
embedded python
console)

PyPSA
(Python
for Power System
Analysis)

Hourly

One year

National

Not specified
available
documents

in

Yes, with additional open
source software [57]

Appendix C
Table C.6: Overview of some combined modelling efforts (detailed review within the text)
Example
of
Combined
modelling
approaches
ReEDS (CE) +
PLEXOS (PS)
(framework)

Irish TIMES (CE) +
PLEXOS (PS)
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Objectives of using the
combined
modelling
techniques
To enable power system
models to incorporate the
long-term
expansion
energy projections

To examine the suitability
of features such as the
system
reliability
and
flexibility,
renewable
energy
generation

Note on
strengths

Flow of information

One-way coupling: ReEDS →
PLEXOS
 The main output information
transferred from ReEDS to
PLEXOS: location, type, and
capacity of new and retired
generators
One-way coupling: TIMES
PLEXOS

→

 The main output information
transferred from TIMES to PLEXOS:

main

findings

and

Note on
limitations

challenges

and

Reference
publication

 Finding: coupling helps capacity
expansion models to better
represent the variable renewables in
their aggregated-form of the unit
commitment and dispatch system

 Challenge: PLEXOS, similar
to other power system models,
is designed to function on a
static database, so it does not
allow including new generators
inputs from ReEDS

Diakov
al. [24]

 Finding: the work showed that in
the absence of the detailed technical
constraints of the power system
model, there is an inconsistency in

 Limitation: the assumption that
a future variable renewable
energy supply portfolio can be
represented by the historical
data

Deane et al.
[26]

et

Example
Combined
modelling
approaches

of

POLES (Energyeconomy model) +
EUCAD (PS)

PRIMES (energyeconomy model) +
PLEXOS (PS)
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Objectives of using the
combined
modelling
techniques

Flow of information

Note on
strengths

curtailments, and CO2
emissions
reduction
calculated by Irish TIMES
To investigate the effect of
low operational resolution
and fix assumption on the
availability of renewable
energies (wind in this case)
on operation costs, system
flexibility,
and
energy
expansion investments

electricity generation portfolio, fuel
prices, and carbon prices

assessing flexibility and calculation
of the CO2 emissions reductions

To
investigate
the
curtailments of having high
renewable
energy
generations in the system,
levels of interconnector
congestions,
and
wholesale electricity prices

One-way
PLEXOS

Two-way
EUCAD

coupling:

POLES

↔

 The main output information
transferred from POLES: load,
variable costs, installed production,
storage and interconnection
capacities, energy available for
dispatching
 The main output information
transferred from EUCAD: the
generator-by-generator unit
commitment and dispatch analysis
and other production curtailments
coupling:

PRIMES

→

 The main output information
transferred from PRIMES: installed
generation capacity by members,
annual electricity demand by
members, fixed fuel price, generator
efficiency by members, annual
capacity factors

main

findings

and

Note on
limitations

challenges

and

 Strength: one of the unique
aspects of this work is the two-way
coupling methodology to exchange
information back-and-forth between
models
 Finding: reflects the importance of
having operational details in creating
a reliable and realistic projection of
technical and economic challenges
in the integration of a high share of
variable renewable energy sources
in the power system

-

 Finding: captured elements that
are not represented otherwise in the
long-term energy system decisions
such as the potential share of
variable renewable power

 Challenge: The main
challenge was the
disaggregation of installed
generation capacities developed
for each Member State in
PRIMES to reflect geographical
and operational details required
in the power system model

 Finding: PRIMES demonstrated
overly optimistic results about the
flexibility of the grid with high RE
penetration

Reference
publication

Després
[27]

Collins et al.
[12]

